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The Key to a Child's Heart is Love.
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Junior Christian Endeavor PrayerMeeting Topics, 1903.
Copyrighted,

by the United Society of Christian l!lndeavor.
JANUARY.

4.
11.
18.
25.

What shall I promise Jesus for the new year ? Ps.
51: 10-15; 56: 3, 4.
Lessons from the snow. Ps. 147: 15-17; Isa. 1: 18.
Jesus knew the Bible: how may I know it? Josh.
1·: 8; Luke 2: 46, 47.
Things I enjoy that heathen children lack. Luke
18: 15-17; Eph. 2: 4-10. (Missionary meeting.)
FEBRUARY.

1.
8.
15.
22.

Decide to-day. Heb. 3: 7-13. (Christian Endeavor
Day.)
What Bible-story I like best, and why. Ex. 2: 3-10.
What we owe our parents. Eph. 6: 1-3; Prov. 1: 8, 9.
What the ark-builder teaches me.
Gen. 6: 11-22;
Heb. 11: 7.
MARCH.

1.
8.
15.

22.
29.

!

How can I get Daniel's courage to do right? Dan.
6: 10-23.
Bible lessons from lions. Ps. 34: 10; Prov. 28: 1.
What can we learn from Jesus' home life? Luke
2: 40, 51, 52.
What I learn from the healing of the nobleman's son.
John 4: 46-53.
Bible teaching about eating and drinking. Prov.
23: 20, 21; 1 Cor. 10: 31. (Temperance meeting.)
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APRIL.

5.
12.
19.
26.

What the tahernacle-huilders teach me. Ex. 35: 4-10,
21, 22; 2 Cor. 9: 6, 7.
How the re1mrrection is like spring. 1 Cor. 15: 35-44.
(Easter service.)
How to spend the Lord's Day. Ex. 20: 8-11; Luke
4: 15, 16.
What we can learn from the rain. Gen. 9: 13-15 ;
Matt. 5: 44, 45.
ltlA Y.

3.
10.
17.
24.

31.

Abram's obedience and mine. Gen. 12: 1-9.
Bible lessons from trees. Ps. 104: 16, 17; Jer.
17: 7, 8.
Lessous from the lad with the loaves and fishes. John
6: 9-13. (A union meeting with the older society.)
What Jesus teaches me about prayer. Matt. 6: 9-13;
7: 7-11; Mark 14: 38.
How every Christian may be a missionary. Matt.
28: 16-20; Rom. 10: 13-15. (Missionary meeting.)
JUNE.

7.
14.
21.
28.

What is your favorite Bible promise, and why?
1Kings8: ;i"1-i)6; Ps. :n: 3.
Lessons from the lily. l\latt. 6: 28-30.
What the wall-builders teach me.
3: 28; 4: 61
13-23.
How Jesus helps us to control our tongues. Matt.
15: 11; 1 Pet. :.!: :.!2, 23; Jas. 3: 2-5.
JUL·Y.

5,
12.
19.
26.

How a young patriot saved his country. 1 Sam.
17: 38-51.
J,essons from the ant. Prov. 6:
30: 25.
Which is your favorite psalm, and why? Ps. 24.
God's judgment on the drunkard. Isa. 5: 11, 12,
20-23. (Temperance meeting.)
AUGUST.

2.
9.
16.

How can we serve Christ in our homes? Rom. 12: 9, 10;
1 Pet. 5: 5.
What I may learn from a queen who took a journey.
1 Kings 10: 1-9; Matt. 1:!: 42.
My favorite Bible proverb, and why. Prov. 2: 1-9.
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23.
30.

What the carpenter, the fishermen, the tent-maker,
teach me about work. Mark 6: 3; Matt. 4: 18-22;
Acts 18: 3; Thess. 3: 10.
How God saved a perishing boy. Gen. 21: 14-20.
SEPTEMBER.

6.
13.
20.
27.

Which one of the Beatitudes helps me most, and why?
Matt. 5: 1-12.
Lessons from the fruits. Matt. 7: 15-20; John 15: 2-8;
Gal. 5: 22,
What Jesus taught about swearing. Matt. 5: 33-37;
12: 36, 37.
How we may be home missionaries. 2 Kings 5: 1-6;
Mark 5: 19, 20. (Missionary meeting.)
OCTOBER.

4.

11.
18.

25.

Lessons from Paul's shipwreck. Acts 27 21-44.
Bible lessons from sheep. Isa. 53: 6, 7; Luke 15: 3-7;
John 10: 1-5.
What blind Bartimreus teaches me. Mark 10: 46-52.
Why I will never use strong drink. Dan. 1: 8-18,
(Temperance meeting.)
NOVEMBER.

1.

8.
15.
22.
29.

Little kindnesses we can do in Jesus' name. Matt.
25: 34-40.
Lessons of trust from Bible deliverances. Acts
5: 18-20; 12: 6-9; 16: 25, 26.
Which one of Jesus' parables do you like best, and why?
Matt. 25: 1-13.
How to praise God. Ps. 145: 1-21. (Thanksgiving
service.)
How we may help send the missionary light. Matt.
4: 16; 5: 14-16. (Missionary meeting.)
DECEMBER.

6.
13.
20.
27.

!

How to get sweet tempers. Col. 3: 8-15.
A Bible maid who was kind to animals. Gen.
24: 19-28.
What tre,asures can I bring to Jesus? Matt. 2: 1-11.
(Christmas service.)
Things we ought not to put off. Eccl. 12: 1-7.
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INTRODUCTION.
" ONE former is worth more than a hundred
reformers." This sentence is startling in its
significance, and to you who will use this little
book through the fifty-two weeks of the year
I pass on this note of encouragement.
The influence of a whole life of service to
God is limitless; and, if by our combined efforts we mould even one life after the model,
Christ Jesus, our lives have been well spent.
There is one thing absolutely necessary to
the success of your Junior work, and that is
prayer. Pray over every lesson. Pray for
every Junior. If John is careless or disorderly
in the meetings, pray for him. Quietly tell
him that Jesus loves him and that you are
praying for him.
In the preparation of these lessons I have
had all Juniors in mind. I believe they apply
as fully to the Juniors of one denomination as
to those of another. "One is your Master,
even Christ."
These lessons are simply outlines, and must
be filled in and worked out in your own way.
9
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Let me urge one thing; use your Juniors as
helpers in making the object-lessons. With a
little patient guidance they can do almost all
of this work, and it not only helps you, but it
helps them. Nothing will win one of the mischievous boys so quickly as to let him feel that
he is necessary to the Junior society. Get the
plan of your meeting so thoroughly fixed in
your mind that you will not need to take this
book to the meetings. Good work cannot be
done if you are compelled to ha,·e the book
before you to see what comes next.
Let me emphasize the importance of the
Bible drills. The Juniors need to be taught
how to use their Bibles.
May your reaping be abundant.
"Now abideth faith, hope, love, these three;
and the greatest of these is lo\e."
ELLA .K. W' OOD.
Lansing, Mich.
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JANUARY

4.

WHAT SHALL I PROMISE JESUS FOR
THE NEW YEAR?

Ps. 51: 10-15; 56: 3, 4.
AN OBJECT-LESSON.

To make this promise meeting of lasting
benefit to the Juniors we must plan something
that will be a reminder throughout the year.
Previous to the meeting make a large card
of heavy white or tinted cardboard. Make
two holes near the top, and into these tie a
bright ribbon by which to hang the card.
Across the top of the card print in large letters the words "I promise Jesus." On a piece
of cardboard outline a medium-sized callingcard. Cut this out. This will leave a hole in
your piece of cardboard the size of a callingcard. With this for your pattern outline
cards all over the large card. This is done by
11
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laying the pattern on the cardboard and marking around the hole with a pencil. Go over
it afterwards with pen and ink. These are

much prettier if drawn at different angles, and
can be successfully done if you adhere to the
rule of never crossing a line.
Your object-lesson is now ready for the
meeting.
\V rite near the top of the blackboard the
word "PROMISE." Draw from the Juniors
what it means to make a promise, and write
the answers under the word" promise." Try
to impress the sacredness of a promise. Have
the Juniors name some of God "s promises.
Lead to the thought that we are now leav-
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ing behind the old year with all its failures,
and that on this first new Sunday we ought to
make a new start and promise God to do some
one thing this year. Show the card, and tell
the Juniors that there is room on it for each
one's name and a promise.
Ask each Junior to think of something he
wants to promise God for the new year.
Then while one of your helpers conducts a
song service, ask the Juniors to come forward
one at a time, and tell you quietly what they
want to promise. Write the promise in one of
the outlined cards ; then ask the Junior to sign
his name neatly under the promise. After
this is done, ask them to bow their heads and
ask Jesus to help them keep their promises.
The card may be hung up in the Junior
room. The promises and names may be read
aloud by the prayer-meeting committee once
in a whilt3.
For a Bible drill have your Juniors learn the
names of the first five books of the Old Testament.

11
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11.
LESSONS FROM THE S.XOW.
JANUARY

Ps. 147: 15-17; Isa. 1: 18.
AN 0BJECT-LESSOX.
MAKE a heart out of pasteboard about six
inches long and wide in proportion. CoYer it
with cotton batting. Cut another heart from
red paper; or, if you cannot procure red paper,
paste any kind of red cloth on stiff paper, and
use that. ltfake this heart a little larger than
the white heart. Fasten the red heart over
the white heart with some pins.
Have the first Scripture lesson read carefully. I,ead the Juniors to tell of the benefit
of snow. They will tell you of its use as a
cover and protection to plants and flowers.
Lead them to see the hand of a wise God in this.
They will also tell you of its
This will
lead to the thought contained in the second
Scripture lesson. Haye it read. Show the
heart with the red covering. Speak of red as
being one of the deepest colors and hard to
remoYe. Yet our lesson says that, though our
hearts are scarlet, God can make them white
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as snow ; or, though they are red like crimson,
he can make them white as wool. Lead the
Juniors to tell you how this can be done.
Write the word "Gon's" on the blackboard;
draw a brace in front of it; and, as the Juniors
suggest "love" or similar words, write them
in the brace. It will work out something like
this:
Love.
GOD'S Mere!·
{ Forg1 veness.
Promises.

This lesson can be worked out on the blackboard with colored chalk. Make the red
heart first. Erase it, and make the w bite
heart. Use the side of chalk for coloring a
large figure.
Sum up the lesson by the following acrostics. If the Juniors suggest other words, use
them if possible.
and

White
Hearts

he will
R. edeem
Each

I n

Day.

God want.a,

True
E ndeavor.

Lay your plans for the next meeting.
each one to bring a Bible.

Ask

16
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JANUARY 18.

JESUS KNEW THE BIBLE: HOW MAY
I KNOW IT?
Josh. 1 : 8; Luke 2: 46, 47.

A

BLACKBOARD TALK.

a gift to accompany this lesson as
follows: Cut as many pieces of paper, three
by five inches, as you have Juniors. In the
centre of the top tie a small silk cord or piece
of baby ribbon. Write the verse of Scripture
contained in the first Scripture reference,
Josh. 1: 8, on each slip of paper. Roll up
PREP ARE

each one as shown in the accompanying illustration, and tie with the cord. In place of
the cord, a small-sized rubber band may be
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placed around the roll. Have one of your
committees meet with you and help prepare
these.
Sketch a scroll on the blackboard to represent a roll of the law. Also sketch a Bible.
Ask the Juniors to tell how Jesus knew his
Bible. Write this in the scroll. Then ask
them to tell how we may know our Bibles,
and write the suggestions of the Juniors in
the outlined Bible. Have them com pare the
scroll and the Bible. This will lead to a discussion of the best ways of learning the Bible.
Place the little gift rolls in a pile on the
table. While a marching-song is sung by the
Juniors, have them march around the room
and as thev march stack their Bibles on the
"
table. When this is done, ask that they join
hands and each one make a sentence prayei:
asking Jesus to help him to know his Bible.
Then have them sing and march again ; and
as each Junior passes the table, let him take
his Bible and one of the little rolls.
BIBLE DRILL.

Have the Juniors name the first five books
of the Old Testament and in addition learn
five more, taking them through 2 Samuel.

18
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25.
THINGS I ENJOY THAT HEATHEN
CHILDREN LACK.
Luke 18: 15-17; .Epli.
4-10.
JANUARY

OBJECT-LESSON AND BLACKBOARD TALK.

the subject of to-day near the top of
the blackboard. Ask the Juniors to name
things that we enjoy that heathen children
lack. As they are suggested, write them on
the blackboard. If possible, be prepared with
some objects with which to illustrate these.
For instance, when they name "our homes,"
show the picture of a home; "liberty" will
be represented by a flag; "education," by
some books; the products of our land, by
some grain or fruit; our churches, by the
church home where meetings are held; our
Bible, by the Juniors' Bibles ; and lastly, our
Christian religion by a cross, which has been
previously arranged. (This may either be
cut from cardboard, or two sticks may be
tied to represent a cross.) The discussion arising from this talk will make the lack of the
heathen very \'i\'id in the 1ninds of the Juniors.
WRITE
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Have the first Scripture lesson read, and
draw out how God loves and longs for the
heathen children. Then have the second reference carefully read, and lead the Juniors to
tell what God has for the heathen. Eph. 2:-±
tells us he is " rich in mercy " and has a
"great love" for all. The fifth verse tells us
that " by grace ye are saved" ; the sixth
verse, that he has "made us to sit in heavenly
places in Christ Jes us," and so on, every verse
telling of some good thing God has given us
that he wants the heathen to have. Then
lead the Juniors to discuss plans of helping the
heathen children.
Previous to the meeting make a large heart.

,. . ,.
W
.

.

This should be about fifteen inches long, and
wide in proportion. It can be cut from a large
pasteboard box-lid. Make as many pockets as
you have Juniors, and paste them on this heart.

20
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The pockets may be of any size that seems
best ; two inches high and three inches across
the top, before folding, will make a good size.
The diagram shows how to cut the pockets.
Fold at the dotted lines, and paste the margin
marked "a " on the heart. They will be attractive if cut from bright-colored paper.
Hang the design on the wall of the Junior
room, and ask each Junior to fill his pocket
with pennies for the missionary offering.
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FEBRUARY

21

1.

DECIDE TO-DAY.

Heb. 3: 7-13.
(CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR DAY.)

AN OBJECT-LESSON.

IF possible, secure some potter's clay for the
object-lesson. If you live near a graded or
kindergarten school, you can easily get a
piece. If you cannot get the potter's clay,
any stiff clay will answer.
Before the meeting make a heart of the
moistened clay. Outline the word "sin" with
the point of a pencil. Do this by making
little holes in the clay, not by scratching it.
Put the heart over a gas-burner or in a very
hot oven, and bake it for an hour. This will
harden it.
Have a lump of the soft clay ready for use
in the Junior meeting.,
The Scripture lesson should be read carefully; then show your lump of soft clay.
While you are talking, mould the clay into the
shape of a heart. Ask one of the Juniors to
find J er. 18 : 6 and read the last half of the

22
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verse. Draw from the Juniors that their
young lives are like the clay. Make an impression on the clay, an<l liken it to impressionable lives of children. Outline the word
"Jes us" on the heart of soft clay. Here show
the hard heart with the word "sin" on it.
Lea<l the Juniors to see that the word must
have been placed there while the clay was
soft. Just so sin gets into our li,·es while we
are young; then it hardens there, just as it
har<lene<l in the clay ; it cannot be taken out
of the hard heart. The only way is to crush
and beat the heart into <lust again and make
it all over. So the only way to get sin out
of a hardened human heart is to let God have
it, and he will make it all o\•er again. This
object-lesson will make the lesson very plain
that we must write "Jesus'' and not "sin'' in
our hearts while we are young. That is "·by
we must " decide to-day."
At the close of the lesson ask that all heads
be bowed. When this is done, ask all who are
willing to decide for Jes us to-day to raise
their hands quietly. Then ask for sentence
prayers.
Lay plans for the next meeting.
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8.

WHAT BIBLE STORY I LIKE BEST,
AND WHY.
Ex. 9J: 3-10.
AN OBJECT-LESSON.

the preceding meeting ask eight of your
older Juniors to meet with you some afternoon
during the week. Select eight Bible stories,
and assign one to each of the eight Juniors.
At the meeting of these Juniors help them to
make some object with which to illustrate
their stories. The following are suggested:
For the story of Moses, as given in our
Scripture reference, let one Junior make a
little basket. If she cannot weave it out of
straw, let her make one of heavy paper and
color it with green or brown crayon. Let
another take the story of Joseph as told in
Gen. 37, and make a little coat of many colors
to show as he tells the story. Let a little girl
with a nurse's cap and apron and a red cross
on her arm tell the storv of the little maid
found in 2 Kings 5; another, who has made a
small sceptre out of cardboard, may tell the
AT

&I
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story of Queen Esther; another, carrying a
small sheaf of wheat or any kind of straw,
may tell the story of Ruth; another, a boy
with a sling, the story of Goliath; another,
who has made a miniature manger by tying
or gluing sticks together log-cabin fashion, the
story of Christ in the manger ; another, with
a cross made of white cardboard, tells the
story of Christ on the cross.
Have each Junior come forward and tell his
story briefly. After all have been told, ask
each of the Juniors to rise and tell which story
he likes best and why.
BIBLE DRILL.

Have the Juniors name the first eight books
of the New Testament.
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FEB RU ARY 15.
WHAT WE OWE OUR PARENTS.
Eph.. 6: 1-3; Prov. 1: 8, 9.
A BLACKBOARD LESSON.
OUTLINE an open account-book on the blackboard. Rule the two pages to represent two
pages of a ledger. Across the top of the book
print the words" AccouNT WITH OuR PARENTS." Over the left hand page print" Dr.";
on the right hand, "Cr."
Have one of the Juniors explain how we
keep an account, what debit and credit mean,
and how to balance the books. After this has
been explained ask the Juniors which side
shall be credit. They will tell you the parents' side is credit and the Junior's side is
debit. Now ask them to name some things
that we can write down on the debit side of
the account.
They will easily see that we are indebted to
our parents for our homes, food, clothes,
education, etc. These will be placed on the
debit side of the account.
Now ask the Juniors what we want placed
to our credit.

JUNIOR 'l'OPICS OUTLINED.
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<_;all

we get anything on the credit

side t
llow can we repay mother and father for
all they give us?
The Juniors will name obedience, love,
honor, smiles, pleasant words, etc. You will
find your list very long before they get
through.
SOME POINTS FOR DISCUSSION.

Our parents are our best earthly friends.
Our parents make many sacrifices in order
to make us happy.
Our parents work hard to provide us with
food and clothes ; we should do all we can to
make their lives happy and pleasant.
Dr.

Cr.

ACCOUNT WITH OUR PAREXTS
--

Homes.
Food.
Clothes.
Education.

----Etc.

-

-

I Obedience.
Lon.

-1
'

-

-

-

Honor.
Smiles.

I

11

11-'-

:-1-

11_1_
I

,

- '-

Etc.

I

i
I

-i

:

-

I

-

Ii

I

1

-

-

-

-
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22.

WHAT THE ARK-BUILDER TEACHES
ME.
Gen. 6: 11-22; Heb. 11: 7.

A CHALK-TALK.
LEAD the Juniors to tell the story of the
ark-building, beginning with the reason why
God commanded it to be built. Outline some
small houses in the lower left-hand corner of

the blackboard. As the Juniors proceed with
their story, outline the ark near the centre of
the blackboard. Make Noah on the ark, beckoning to the people. Lead the Juniors to tell
how the people laughed at Noah and made
fun of him. Make the men near the bottom
of the blackboard, swinging their arms and
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running from the ark. They <lid not think
Noah knew what he was about; they were
going to have a jolly, good time.
With the side of a piece of blue or green
chalk cover the blackboard under the ark, to
represent water ; cover men, houses,. trees,
and all that you have previously drawn, except the ark. Near the left-hand side of the
blackboard, outline a mountain with brown or
dark-colored chalk. Make it so that the top
of the mountain will come just above the
water. Abo\re this outline a Lird with a
branch in its beak. Do not try to make the
picture artistic; a rude outline that appeals to
the imagination of the children will be far
more interesting. Sketch the picture while
you lead the Juniors to tell the story.
Have the Juniors name the lessons they
have learned from the ark-buihler.
\Vrite
them near the top of the blackboard. Sum up
the lesson by making an acrostic with the
word "Noah." The following is suggested.
Let the Juniors suggest the wortls, and use
the words they suggest if possible.
N ever faltered.

0 bedient.
A cti,·e.
H earkened.

Lay plans for the next meeting.
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_MARCH 1.

IIOW CAN I GET DANIEL'S COURAGE
TO DO RIGHT?
Dan. 6: 10-C/J3.
A BLACKBOARD LESSON.
PREVIOUS to the meeting arrange with four
or fl ve of your Juniors to tell some of the
Bible stories of Daniel at the meeting; for instance, let one tell the story of his abstinence
from meat and drink as found in Dan. 1;
another, the story of his translating the king's
dream as found in the fifth chapter of Daniel ;
another, the story of Daniel in the lion's den,
found in the sixth chapter of Daniel.
As the story of our lesson is told, sketch
a window on the blackboard. Ask the Juniors to tell you what to name the window.
Lead them to tell you, "prayer." Write the
name over the window. Draw from the
Juniors the lesson that each of us should have
a window in our hearts, which looks toward
the city of God. Draw a heart around the
window.
This window in our hearts is
prayer. But before we can have this window

30
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of prayer 've must have faith. Get a definition of faith. Lead the Juniors to study
Daniel's faith as one after another of the
stories is told. Daniel had faith to believe
God would hear his prayer, and this ga\-e him
courage. \Ye can get courage to do right in
the same way in which Daniel did.
The story is told of how a soldier in the
Northern army was sent South as a spy.
Now, when a soldier is acting as a spy, he
has to be very careful and keep out of sight
of the enemy, or he will be either shot or
captured.
Night came on, and the soldier knew he was
among the enemy. He felt that every moYe
he made might betray him into their hands.
So he cautiously crept into a thicket, and lay
down near a log. He felt all alone with not a
friend near him. He could hear the movements of an army about him, and was sure the
enemy were closing in on him. After many
long hours dawn came, then the light of day;
and, as the soldier cautiously raised his head
to see the army of the enemy, behold! there
stood line after line of the r nion soldiers, his
own army of the North. They, not the enemy,
had surrounded him all night. Just so \Yi th
us, when \\'e feel all alone, as Daniel did, if
we but look around us, through the eyes of
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faith, we shall see a host of friends, and God,
who is always on the side of those who have
courage to do right.
Lay your plans for the next meeting.

32
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MARCH

8.

BIBLE LESSOXS FROM LIONS.
I>s. 34: 10; Prov. 138: 1.
PICTURE AND BLACKBOARD LESSON.

AT the preceding meeting ask the Juniors
to get as many pictures of lions as they can
and bring them to the next meeting. Select
three or four of the boys to tell about lions.
Ask one to find out. all he can about the habits
of the lion; another, how the lion gets bis
prey; another, about lions he has seen, and
what impressions he received from them. Ask
each Junior to come prepared to tell a story
he has read or heard about a lion.
The pictures should be placed about the
room. These will suggest different characteristics of the lion.
As the Juniors tell their stories about the
lions, write on the blackboard the particular
characteristics they bring out. When each has
told his story, go carefully over the list of
traits of the lion, and ask the Juniors to tell
in what respects we want to be like a lion and
in what we want not to be like one. Cancel
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the words ·which mean traits we do not want.
The result will be something as follows, the
italicized words being the ones you cancel :
Brave.
Fierce.
Bold.
Sly.
Fearless.
Conquerors.
Invincible.
Terrible.
Each of these words will lead to a discussion
that will bring out a lesson the Juniors can
apply to their lives.
Ask the Juniors each to learn one thing
about Jesus' home life, and to be ready to tell
it at the next meeting.
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a large map of Palestine on the
blackboard. Make the western boundary by
using the side of a piece of blue chalk. .lfake
the Dead Sea brown, the Jordan Rfrer and
OcTLIX E
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the Sea of Galilee blue. Near the place where
Nazareth is marked outline a house, and write
near it "Jesus' home."
'Vhile you are drawing the map, lead the
Juniors to tell you something about Palestine
-What kind of a country is it? what are the
names of the principal cities? how many of
these do they remember Jesus' visiting? etc.
When your map is finished, ask the Juniors
to mention the things we know about Jesus'
home life. As each one is mentioned, sum it
up in one word, and write it in the map. Let
each quality that is mentioned about Jesus be
discussed and the Juniors led to see how they'
can possess the same qualities if they try as
hard as Jes us did to be good.
BIBLE DRILL.

Review the first eight books of the New
Testament, and learn four new ones, taking to
1 Thessalonians.
Lay plans for the next meeting.
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MARCH

22.

WHAT I LEARN
THE HEALING
OF THE NOBLE,\IAX'f:; SON.
John

A

4 : 46-53.

CHALK-TALK AND OBJECT-LESSON.

with your flower committee to
meet with you during the week previous to the
meeting. Let them make some small envelopes. You will need as many envelopes as
you have Juniors. Put into each envelope
some seed. It is not material what kind of
seed is used ; wheat, corn, beans, or different
kinds of flower seeds may be used. After the
seeds have been put in the envelopes seal them.
On each envelope write " Faith Seeds."
Have the Scripture lesson read slowly and
loudly enough for all to hear. Outline some
houses on the blackboard to represent the city
of Capernaum. Make a gate at the entrance
of the city, and just inside the gate a figure to
represent Jesus. Then a way over at the other
side of the city draw another house and in it
a bed. This will represent the nobleman's
house where his son lay sick.
ARRANGE
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As you make the drawing, lead the Juniors
to tell something a bout Jesus at this period of
his life, and the incident of the woman at the
well, also how many followed him to see his
signs and wonders. In the midst of Christ's
busy life the nobleman asked him to come
down before his child died. Now of course
the people expe'Cted Jesus to go to the nobleman's house, but instead of going Jesus said,
"Go thy way; thy son liYeth." Ask the
Juniors why the nobleman believed Jesus
when he said this. They will tell you he
had faith. Write this word on the blackboard. Ask the Juniors to give you illustrations of faith.
Pass the envelopes of seeds. Tell the Juniors these are " faith seeds.,, Ask them w by
they are, and lead them to see that the fact
that we plant the seeds in the ground shows
we have faith and believe they will grow.
Tell them to take the seeds home, and sometime during the week plant them in a box and
set the box in a window; to water and care
for them for three weeks, and bring them to
the Junior meeting on Easter Sunday. Then
we will finish our lesson on "Faith Seeds."
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MAlWII

29.

BIBLE

TEACHING ABOUT EATING
AND
Prov. 2.J: 20, 21; 1 l'm·. 10: 31.
(TE'.\lPERANCE MEETING.)

AN

AXD BLACKBOARD TALK.

for your object-lesson some small
pieces of meat, bread, and cake. (These may
be on a plate together.) Also some candy,
gum, and a glass of water.
Divide the blackboard into three parts by
drawing two lines from top to bottom. Kear
the top of the first column write the word
"meat"; in the second, "drink''; in the third,
"candy." Ask the Juniors to name the ordinary things people eat. Let them include
meats, vegetables, bread, etc. \\r rite these
down as they are mentioned.
Proceed in the same way with drinks ; let
all kinds of drinks be named; then candies
and all kinds of sweets.
After these have been exhausted ask the
Juniors to go over them
and talk
about each one. Lead them to tell how, why,
and when it is intemperate to eat or drink
BRING
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certain of the things that have been named.
Draw a line across the names of any things
that it is
intemperate to use, or that
might lead to intemperance.
Show the objects you have brought. Lead
the Juniors to see that a child may form the
habit of intemperance by eating the second or
third piece of cake for supper, and that one of
the greatest things that a person has to learn
is to become master of himself. Explain carefully the term "self-indulgence." Write
"self-indulgence" and "self-sacrifice" on the
black board.
the lesson clear that the constant gratifying ourselves with candy, ice-cream soda,
gum, and the patronizing of nickel-in-the-slot
machines is a form of intemperance that will
spoil and hinder our growing into strong, stalwart, self-sacrificing men and women. Apply
the Scripture lesson, and close with sentence
prayers, the thought to be that God will help
them to lead temperate lives.
BIBLE DRILL.

Review the names of the first eight books of
the Old Testament, and learn four in addition.
Drill the Juniors thoroughly, so that they can
repeat the books in their order forward or
backward.
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APRIL

5.

WJIAT THE TABERNACLE-BUILDERS
TEACH )IE.
Ex. 35: 4-10, 21, 22; fd Cur. 9: 6, 7.
AN

a large cornucopia or "horn of
plenty" out of some heavy white or colored
paper by rolling a square piece of paper into a
cone shape. Paste the edges together at the
seam, and tie a ribbon in the point at the top.
Also make a small cornucopia for each of the
Juniors, an<l print the last Seri pture reference
of the lesson neatly just below the ribbon.
Your sunshine committee can meet with you
and, with a few instructions, make these very
neatly.
Have some small slips of white paper passed
among the Juniors after the Scripture lesson
has been read. Lead the Juniors to discuss
the giving of the children of Israel. Divide
your society into two sides. Ask the Juniors
on one side to write on their slips some one
thing that God has given us, and ask the other
side each to write one thing that we can give
MAKE
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to God. Pass the large cornucopia, and let
each Junior drop his slip in. When all the
slips have been gathered, have the leader draw
out one at a time, and read it. In this way
the Juniors will have many ways of giving
brought to their notice, also many things that
we should be thankful for and for which we
should give God some return.
Here are a few points to make clear:
In proportion as we give, so we shall receive.
"The Lord loveth a cheerful giver."
We should give out of our lives the good
things God has put into them.
Present each Junior with a small cornucopia. Tell them that into these we are to put
something for the Lord. Ask them to hang
these up in conspicuous places in the home,
drop their pennies in as they earn or save any,
and bring them to the next missionary meeting, which occurs the last Sunday in May.
Lay your plans for the Easter meeting.

42
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APRIL

12.

HOW THE RESURRECTION IS LIKE
SPRING.
1 Cor. 15: 35-44.
(EASTER SERVICE.)

FoR the object-lesson have the Juniors

bring the little boxes of plants that you arranged for on March 22. K ow one box of the
plants would illustrate the lesson just as well
as more ; but each of the Juniors has been
tending and watching his seeds, and it will
mean more to them and make the lesson more
forceful if each brings his own box of plants.
Take some seeds, a bulb, and some branches
from an apple-tree or cherry-tree.
Draw from the Juniors the story of the
resurrection of Christ. Impress the thought
that Christ was put into the grave a dead
body. He rose a living body. Just so with
our friends; when they die, a living soul
comes out of the dead body and grows into
perfection in the heavenly kingdom. Here
draw the comparison between the "faith
seeds" the Juniors planted in the boxes and
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the resurrection of the dead. Ask the Juniors
what spring means. Get them to tell you all
they can about spring, about the earth, the
roots, the buds, the preparation of the ground
for the seeds, the sowing-time, etc. Show the
tiny buds on the fruit-tree branch. Then impress on the Juniors the thought of the bursting forth of life out of seemingly dead things.
Close with the thought that we are planting
our lives, and must be careful that we make
of them good seed. Illustrate this by the fact
that a farmer al ways gets good seed. Also
that if we plant weed-seed we get a crop of
weeds; so we must take care that we make
our lives good seed, for just the kind we plant,
that kind our soul plant will be. If we plant
a Christ-like life, we shall be like Christ at the
resurrection.
Let the thought of the prayer service be
that we may strive to plant Christlike lives.
BIBLE DRILL.

Teach the names of five additional books of
the New Testament. This takes us to Philemon.
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19.

D THE LORD'S DAY.

Ex. 120: 8-11; Luke 4: 1;;, 16.
Ax OBJECT-LEssox.
Fon the object-lesson make some "tables of
stone" out of gray cardboard. The light-
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weight gray cardboard can be had at almost
every printing-office at Yery small cost.
the "tables" four inches wide and six
inches long; fold at the dotted line. On one
side write the fourth commandment, Ex.
20 : 8 ; on the other side sketch an open Bible
or write these words : '" Do good on the Sabbath." :Make one of these for each of the
Juniors. Get one of your committee to meet
with you and help make them.
Draw a large "table of stone" on the black\
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board. On one side write what we ought not
to do on the Sabbath day. On the other side
write the things that we ought to do on the
Sabbath day.
In your lesson talk endeavor to create in
the Juniors a greater reverence for the Sabha.th. Impress the thought that it is the
Lord's Day.
BIBLE DRILL.

Review the names of the first twelve books
of the Old Testament, and take four in addition.

16
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26.

WHAT WE CAN
RAIX.

Gen. 9: 13-J:j; .Jiatt. 5:
A

FROM THE

44, 45.

BLACKBOARD LE:-lSO.N".

You will need the different colors of chalk
to represent the colors of the rainbow. Use
the pieces about an inch and a half long, using
the si<le of the chalk to mark with. In order
to made the rainuO\\" a good arch, take a piece
of chalk to which a cord has been tied, place
your finger on the end of the cord near the
centre of the black board, then mark as large
a semicircle as you can get on the blackboard.
Then with the colored chalk mark the colors
of the rainbow, following the half-circle.
First use red, then orange, yellow, green, blue,
indigo, and violet, in the proper order. '"'"rite
the words "God's Promise" on the rainbow
with white chalk.
Have one of the Juniors tell the story of
the first rainbow. Lead them to see that just
so long as there is a rainbow in the sky
we can be sure that God is in heaven and
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true to his promise. Try to make this so clear
that the Juniors will never see a rainbow
again without thinking of God's promise.
Write the word "rain" on the blackboard,
draw a brace after it, and ask the Juniors to
name some things the rain does. Lead them
to draw lessons from the suggested words.
BIBLE DRILL.

Ask each Junior to name a Bible character
and tell in a sentence one thing about him.

48
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3.
ABRAM'S OBEDIENCE AND MINE.
Gen. 12: 1-9.
MAY

A

BLACKBOARD TALK.

IT has been a long time since the Juniors
have made a ladder; so to-day we will let
them build a ladder.
Open the lesson talk with the thought that
God promised Abraham a home if he would
obey him. God has promised us a home if we
will obey him. Now Abraham's home was to
be in Canaan. That was the first step ; if
Abraham would obey God, leave all his
friends, and go to Canaan, God would then
give him another home where he could live
forever. The Juniors will tell you that that
was the heavenly home.
We al ways think of the home God has
promised as being up, and we cannot get up
unless we climb ; so we will make a ladder on
the blackboard, a very large one with ever so
many rounds.
Draw two long vertical lines on the blackboard. If the blackboard is three feet long,
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they should be about ten inches apart at the
top and twelve inches at the bottom. The
rounds should be six inches apart.
The first step towards our heavenly home
must be, just like Abraham's first step, obedience. Write the word " obedience" just above
the first step. Then have the Juniors name
the other rounds of the ladder, writing the
name over each. They will work out something as follows: Obedience, faith, prayer,
service, joy. Others· may be named by the
Juniors that are just as suggestive. Use what
the Juniors give you if possible. Have each step
thoroughly discussed. Impress the thought
that we must take the first step, which is
obedience, or we cannot reach the others. Let
the thought of the prayer service be that we,
like Abraham, may be obedient unto God.
Lay your plans for the next meeting. Also
suggest that the Juniors gather wild spring
flowers during the week and put them to
press for the object-lesson for May 31.

50
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MAY

BIBLE LESSONS

10.

TREES.

Ps. 104: 16, 17; Jer. 17: 7, 8.
AN OBJ ECT-LE::;::;o.N".

the object-lesson as follows: Have
your Junior boys get a small tree, root and
all. \V ash the root off thoroughly, and place
PREPARE

it in a two-quart glass fruit-jar. Fill the jar
two-thirds full of water. The tree may be
made to stand upright by pressing some paper
around it at the top of the jar. Haye some
blank slips of paper each about one-half an
inch wide and two inches long; also ha Ye a
number of lead-pencils and some small fruit.
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In many parts of the country cherries or green
apples may be had; in the Southern States
small oranges may be used. Put a small wire
through the fruit and turn the end of the wire
into a hook ; hang the fruit on the tree. Pass
the slips among the Juniors, and ask them to
write some lesson we may learn from trees or
some use we make of trees. Have each come
forward and pin his slip on a leaf of the tree
or on the fruit. Write the suggestions on the
blackboard, and have them discussed by the
Juniors.
Another way to illustrate this lesson is to
have the parts of a tree, and let the Juniors
name them. Let one of the boys get a root
or piece of a root of a tree ; and let others get
a section of the trunk, a branch, some leaves,
and some fruit. The root may represent our
faith in God ; the trunk, love ; the branches,
service; the leaves, helpfulness; the fruit, joy.
The lesson suggests the following thoughts :
Our faith in God creates love ; if we love, we
shall serve whom we love; if we serve, we are
helpful; and, if we have all these qualities, our
lives will be full of joy.
BIBLE DRILL.

Teach the books of the Old Testament from
1 Chronicles to Esther.
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17.
LESSONS FHOM THE LAD 'YlTII THE
LOA VE8 AND FISHES.
MAY

Jolui 6 : 9-J.J.

(A

UNION MEETIXU WITH THE OLDER
SOCIETY.)

IN the meeting with the older society we
should plan a short, bright lesson that will
bring with it a definite and clear thought on
the topic. Our lesson of to-day should make
clear the thought that God can make of our
smallest' service a blessing that is great and
far-reaching.
Plan to have one of the Junior girls make
five small loaves of bread and bring them to
the meeting. Also take two dried herrings.
The week before the meeting have one of the
committees meet with you and make some
little baskets. Some very pretty and inexpensive baskets may be made by taking the
small-sized wooden dishes which are used by
grocers, and sewing a handle of cardboard
across them. They may be decorated in any
way you see fit.
Write on small slips of paper, words that
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suggest little things we can give that God can
use to help others, such as smiles, gentle words,
kind acts, songs, etc. Place four or five of
these in each little basket.
Place the five small loaves and two herrings
in a lunch-basket such as a boy would use.
When the time appointed for the Junior exercise comes, let a boy with the lunch-basket
go forward and tell the story of Jes us' feeding
the five thousand. As he tells the story, let
him take the lunch frorµ the basket, a piece at
a tirne, and lay it on the table ; let him finish
the story with the thought that every boy has
something that God can use. He should remain standing, and another Junior should go
forward with one of the little baskets. Have
her take out the slips of paper, one at a tirne,
read the suggestive words, and. tell briefly bow
we can let God take our smiles, songs, gentle
words, and helpful deeds to use in blessing
other lives. She should remain standing, and
another Junior should go forward with a
basket; his slips may tell bow we can let God
use our voice, tongue, hands, and feet as a
blessing to others; so proceed till all have
taken part ; then they may sing that beautiful
hymn of Frances Ha vergal's,
'' Take my life, and let it be,
Consecrated, Lord, to thee."
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BIBLE DRILL.

Teach the names of the books in the Kew
Testament from Philemon to 1 John. Review all that have been previously learned.
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24.

WHAT JESUS TEACHES ME ABOUT
PRAYER.
Matt. 6: 9-13; 7: 7-11; Mark 14: 38.

A

BI... ACKBOARD LESSON.

the topic of the lesson near the top
of the blackboard. After the first Scripture
reference is read make a brace on the blackboard, and write the word "How" in front of
it. Then draw from the Juniors the different
teachings of the Lord's Prayer. It may work
out something like the following :
WRITE

1. To address God.
2. To pray for his kingdom to come.

r3.4.

l

5.

6.

To ask for our daily food.
To ask him to forgive us and to help
us to forgive others.
To keep us from temptation.
To rescue us from evil.

The next Scripture reference tells us why we
are to ask. Have this read, and make another
brace with the word "Why" before it.
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p.

I2.
WHY
3.

must a'3k God if we want him t-0
gi ve us things.
If we ask we shall receive.
We must seek God if we hope t.o keep
near him.
If we seek we shall find.
We must knock at God's door if we
want him to open to us.
" Knock, and it shall be opened
unt.o you."

After reading the third reference read
1 Thess. 5: 17. These tell us 'vhen to pray.
WHEX j Watch and pray
1 Always.

Let each of these suggestive braces be
thoroughly discussed, and close with a prayer
service of which the sentiment is the wish that
God may help us to take this lesson of prayer
home in our hearts and live it every day.
Remind the Juniors to bring their missionary
offering in the cornucopias, also the pressed
spring flowers, to the next meeting.
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31.

HOW EVERY CHRISTIAN MAY BE A
MISSION A-RY.
Matt. 28: 16-20; Rom. 10: 13-15.
(MISSIONARY MEETING.)

HAVE your missionary committee meet with
you and prepare a gift for each Junior as
follows: Cut from cardboard some sandals.
The sole of a little child's shoe will furnish you

the pattern for these. They should be about
five inches ]ong and two inches wide. Write
on each one a helpful Bible reference and the
name of a Junior. Leave a blank place at
the upper side of the sandal for a pressed
flower to be pasted.
The following references will be suitable to
write on the sandals:
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Ps. 89: 15.
Isa. 52: 7.
Luke 1 : 78.
Luke 1: 79.
Acts 13 : 32, 33.
Rom. 10: 15.
1 Pet. 4: 11.
2 Tim. 4:

Acts 1)-): 9, 10.
Isa. 62: 6.
Isa. 32 : 20.
}fark 12: 10, 11.
}lark 9 : 41.
Ps. 54: 4.
Ps. 35: 27.
8.

After the Scripture lesson is read the little
sandals may be passed and one given to each
Junior. If it seems wise, the flowers may be
pasted on and the sandals all tied together
into a booklet, or have all placed in the hands
of the missionary committee, and let them
meet during the week and finish the sandals.
The plan is to paste a spring flower on each
sandal, tie all together with a piece of bright
ribbon, and send it to a missionary. The
loving message and the " home " wild .flowers
will cheer some missionary's heart and make
his faith in God brighter.
The lesson thought is, How can we take
God's tidings to others ?
The following Bible-reading
be used to
make the lesson clear. Let each reference be
discussed, or have the one who reads it explain
what he thinks it mean."-
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Matt. 28 : 19.
Acts 5: 20.
Acts 18: 9.
Rom. 12 : 6-8.
2 Cor. 8: 23.
1 Tim. 6: 20.
2 Tim. 2: 3.

1 Pet. 4: 10.
1 Pet. 5: 2.
Acts 23: 11.
2 Tim. 3: 14.
2 Tim. 4: 2.
2 Tim. 4: 5.
2 Cor. 5: 20.
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Jl'XE

WHAT

7.

IS YOUH :FA
PROMISE, AND WHY?
1

BIBLE

8 : 54-56; Ps. 37: 3.
AN OBJEOT-LE:-;sox.

the meeting, make a large cross of
white cardboard. This should be made of two
BEFORE

strips, one twenty inches long, the other fourteen inches long, and each two inches wide.
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Cut the ends slanting, and rule the strips into
SBaces like cards. In each space write a Bible
promise. On the other side of the crosspiece
print the words "Gon's PROMISES." The
pieces may be fastened together with a little
paste or a pin.
Take this and a pair of scissors to the
Junior meeting.
After the reading of the Scripture lesson
ask the Juniors to repeat any Bible promises
they can remember. Lead them to tell what
a promise is. Compare a kept and a broken
promise, also the difference between our
promise to God and God's promise to us.
Show the white side of the cross. Ask what
the cross stands for. What does the cross have
to do with God's promises? Lead the Juniors
to see that the cross is one of God's promises
fulfilled; that through it he promised us salvation; that Christ's wbole life is a beautiful
promise and the cross will ever stand as a
symbol of this promise.
Turn the cross around and tell the Juniors
that these are but a few of the Bible promises.
Cut each ruled line, and as it is cut read the
promise the card contains, and let it be given
to a Junior. Proceed until each Junior bolds
a promise which was a part of the cross. Let
the thought of the prayer service be that we
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may let the Bible promises be our help through
life.
BIBLE DIULL.

Have the Juniors find how many promises
there are in the fourteenth chapter of John.
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14.
LESSONS FROM THE
Matt. 6: 28-30.
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JUNE

LILY.

AN OBJECT-TALK AND BLACKBOARD LESSON.

AT the previous meeting arrange with the
Juniors to bring lilies. At this season of the
year lilies of all kinds abound. Tell the
Juniors to bring all kinds, white, tiger-lilies,
corn lilies, flower-de-luce, etc. The lily that
was common in Palestine at the time of Christ
was a small red lily, with slender curling
petals touched with black, not unlike our
tiger-lily.
Have some narrow slips of paper on which
are written some helpful Bible verses or the
Scripture lesson.
Ask the Juniors to name all the helpful lessons they can think of that the word "lily"
suggests. Write these suggestions on the
blackboard. Take up a lily, and ask the
Juniors to name each petal something that
will make us good and beautiful like the lily.
After the petals are named, pin one of the
slips of paper around the stem, and put it into
a vase or glass of water.
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Proceed in this way till all the lilies have
been named. Each word may be written on
the blackboard as it is named and all discussed.
Have the Juniors carry the lilies to the sick
or "shut-in," or to a hospital, after the Junior
meeting.
Some things the lily teaches us :
That God cares for us.
That God will clothe us.
That God will make us beautiful.
That we can make others happy.
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21.

WHAT THE WALL-BUILDERS TEACH
ME.
Neh. 3: 928;

A

4: 6, 13-923.

BLACKBOARD LESSON.

the reading of the Scripture lesson,
outline a wall on the blackboard. Use the
side of a piece of chalk which is about half an
AFTER

· Fi11r H

l-o VE

JuAltoR's WALL

inch long. Make the outline of the wall as
large as possible.
Have one of the older Juniors prepared to
tell briefly how the children had done wrong
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and mingled with different nations till they
had become -scattered and the walls of J erusalem were torn down and the gates burned.
But some of the people had kept close to God,
and had prayed him to let them go back to
Jerusalem and rebuild the walls.
Lead the Juniors to tell why the people
built walls.
From this draw the comparison that we
have enemies and must have a wall to keep
them out.
While this talk is being carried on, draw the
outline of the stones of the wall. Tell the
Juniors that it will take a very strong wall to
keep the enemy out of our lives; so we will
build carefully and put just the right kind of
stone in our wall. They may suggest " Jesus "
or "prayer" or some other word. Write the
word suggested in one of the outlined stones
in the wall. Proceed till every stone is
named ; then review them one by one.
Call attention to the part of the Scripture
lesson that tells of the men working with their
weapons beside them. Ask the Juniors to
name some weapons we must have to keep the
enemy away. Have one of the Juniors read
Eph. G: 13-18. As each piece of armor is
named, write the name on the blackboard.
Close with the prayer that we may all be
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true soldiers, building Christ into our lives
every day.
BIBLE DRILL.

Have the Juniors learn the names of four
additional books of the Old Testament. This
will take thein to Ecclesiastes.
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JUNE

28.

HOW JESUS HELPS L"S TO CONTROL
OUR TO.KGl'ES.
Matt. 15: 11; 1 Pet. B: £2, £3; Jas. 3: 2-5.
A

STORY.

THERE is a king who has for one of his subjects a queer
fellow whose name is
Troublesome Tongue. Now I think the king
knew that this member of his kingdom was
going to be a little hard to manage; so he put
him in a house that closed with two ivory
gates, and as the gates close there are two
beautiful red curtains or shutters that drop
over them. Now, when the gates and shutters
are closed, Troublesome Tongue
the
king no trouble; but somehow the gates to
this fellow's house were al ways flying open,
and out would come all manner of naughty
things. (I-lave one of the Juniors read Jas.
3: 5, 6.)

Now, 1tir. Troublesome Tongue could be
very good and helpful, and make all about him
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very happy if he would only try ; but he was
unruly, and would go about swearing, telling idle stories, and making other people unhappy. (Have one of the Juniors read Matt.
15 : 11.) So the king told Mr. Will, another
member of his kingdom, who lived near
Troublesome Tongue, that he must help govern
him and close tlle gates before the bad things
could get out. Now the king knew that Mr.
Will could not do this alone, and he promised
to help him, and told Mr. Will to call on him
for help every time he had any trouble with
Tron blesome Tongue. The king told Mr.
Will about one named Jesus Christ who would
always be an example and help. (Have one
of the Juniors read 1 Pet. 2: 22, 23.)
Sometimes Mr. Will grows careless, and forgets to call on the king when Mr. Troublesome Tongue gets unruly ; then there is much
harm done, but just so long as he counsels
with the king and remembers Jesus Christ
there is no trouble in the world.
BLACKBOARD EXERCISE.
( Kind words.
I Sweet songs.
Gates open for { Telling of Jesus.
I Learning good things.
LEtc.
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Swearing.
Angry words.
Gossip.
Gates closed against Slang.
Idle words.
Elt:.

BIBLE DRILL.

Teach the names of the books m the Old
Testament from Ecclesiastes to Lamentations.
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5.

HOW A YOUNG PATRIOT SAVED HIS
COUNTRY.
1 Sam. 17 : 38-51.
A PATRIOTIC MEETING.
Two weeks previous to this meeting appoint
a "good-citizenship committee" to take charge
of it. They should meet with you and arrange
the decorations and programme. They should
arrange with the music committee for patriotic
songs. If you have "Junior Recitations" by
Amos R. Wells, have some of the boys commit
one or two of the bright, patriotic poems.
Our lesson to-day is the story of a brave
soldier boy who saved his country. Arrange
with one of the Junior boys to tell the story
of David and illustrate it with a sling and five
smooth stones. Also arrange with another
boy to tell the story, briefly, of our Civil War
and illustrate it with a small air-gun. This
gives us the story of two kinds of soldiers.
Bring out clearly how both David and our
own soldier boys were fighting for right.
Now have another Junior tell' the story of
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the enemy Sin and illustrate it with the Bible,
making clear the thought that the weapon the
soldiers use to fight sin is the Bible. }fake the
lesson very personal at this point. Lead each
Junior to tell how he may be a soldier as
brave as David and fight the enemy Sin.
Ask the Juniors to tell what kind of training
makes the best soldiers for Jesus Christ. As
the suggestions are made, write them on the
black board.
Close with a prayer service in which the
Juniors will ask God to help them save their
country.
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12.

LESSONS FROM THE ANT.
Prov. 6 : 6-8 ; 30 : 25.
(A PICTURE STORY.)
THE COUNCIL OF ANTS.

IT was a beautiful fall day, and Tom had
planned to go fishing with the boys; so, when
his mother said, "Tom, the potatoes are ready
to be dug and carried into the barn, and I believe this would be a good day to do it," he
was not in a mood to change his plans. But
Tom usually tried to do as his mother thought
best ; so, instead of digging the worms for
bait and whistling for the boys, he slowly and
with lagging steps hunted up the hoe and
basket and started for the potato-patch. Did
you ever know a boy who did not like to
work, especially if he had planned to go fishing ? Well, Tom was that kin,d of a boy.
He dug just three hills of potatoes (draw Tom
with a hoe), then decided that the big oaktree that grew near the fence would be a
pleasant place to rest. So he stretched himself out on the green grass with his head on a
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mossy root. (Draw a tree with Tom lying
un<ler it.)
Tom thought this much better than digging
potatoes in the hot sun. As he lay there, his

attention was attracted by some busy ants
that were running up and down the treetrunk. He noticed that there were two rows
of ants (make some marks on the tree-trunk
to represent ants\ one going up the trunk
and another coming down. Those coming
down were all carrying something. Tom
thought them very foolish to be travelling up
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and down the tree, and all seeming to be in
such a hurry.
As he watched them, he seemed to see a
little room all lined with green leaves.
(Sketch the branches and leaves in such a
way as to resemble a room.) In the room
were a table and some chairs. At the table
was an ant with a mallet in his hand, and in
the chairs were other ants, and all seemed to
be talking. (Draw a stand and some figures
to represent ants.) The ants had assumed
giant proportions, and their antennre seemed
like great horns. As he listened, he heard
the leader say : " Gentlemen, there is a inonster under this tree that will not work.
You
all know it is against our rules to have any
one around who does not 'vork, and the question is, What shall we do with him ? "
Another ant arose, and Tom thought he
looked large enough to swallow him.
"Mr. President, I have al ways heard that
creatures who did not work were a nuisance
and a hindrance in the world ; and, inasmuch
as this monster seems to be one of that kind,
I think he should be got rid of ; so I move
that we bury him where he lies and make an
ant-hill over him."
Poor Tom! This frightened him almost to
death, and he jumped up with a start and be-
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gan rubbing his eyes. Then he heard a sweet,
familiar voice say, " Tom, where are you ? I
brought you some doughnuts. I thought you
would be hungry."
Tom said : " 0 mother, I have been a lazy,
bad boy, and have not worked as you told me
to ; but the ants have taught me a lesson, and
I am going to follow their example."
Ask the Juniors to bring to the next meeting the reference to their favorite psalm.
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19.

WHICH IS YOUR FAVORITE PSALM,
AND WHY?
Ps. 24.
AN OBJECT-LESSON.

PREPARE a gift for each Junior as follows.
Cut some hands from white blotting-paper or
light-weight white cardboard. These should
be about three inches long and one and a half

inches wide at the palm. In the palm of each
hand paste a red cardboard heart. These will
beautifully illustrate the psalm of the lesson.
Ask each Junior to rise and tell which is
his favorite psalm, and to tell why. As he is
telling, write the reference he has given in
the tiny red heart on the hand, and let one of
the Juniors who has been selected for the purpose take it to him. Proceed in this way till

7A
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all have taken part. Ask the Juniors whether
they will not read their favorite psalm once a
week for a month; say on Sunday morning.
If you cannot take the time to make the little
hands as a gift, one large hand made in the
same way may be used as the object-lesson,
and slips of paper which have the words ".My
favorite psalm" written near the top may be
passed for the Juniors to write the reference
to their psalm.
This would be a good time to give a little
drill on Bible-marking. Take one of the most
familiar psalms. Have a few verses written
on the blackboard, and show the Juniors how
you would mark it in your Bible. It is not
advisable for the younger Juniors to mark
with a pen or to mark many of the words.
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26.
GOD'S JUDGMENT ON THE DRUNKARD.
Isa. 5: 11, l<g, <EO-<g3,
JULY

(TEMPERANCE MEETING.)

FoR an object-lesson and gift to accompany
this lesson make some slips of white paper
about one inch wide and four or five inches
long. On each of these write a verse of Scripture that will teach a temperance lesson. Have
these folded or rolled up in bits of bright
tissue-paper similar to the "Comfort Powders "
that are sold by the United Society of Christian Endeavor. These are to represent powders
described below.
The following references
that cure the disease may be used:
Eph. 6: 16.
Rom. 12: 21.
1 Cor. 10: 13.
2 Thess. 3: 3.
Gal. 5: 16.
Heb. 2: 18.
Eph. 6: 10.
,Jas. 4: 7.
Eph. 6 : 13.
2 Pet. 2 : 9.
1 Pet. 5: 8.
Rom. 14: 15.
Ps. 139 : 23, 24.
1 Cor. 8 : 11.
Rom. 14 : 13.
Matt. 6 : 13.
I suggest that the temperance committee
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meet with you and make the gifts, under your
direction.
Previous to the meeting arrange with one
of the boys to make a " medicine-case." He
will make something that will answer the purpose better than you or I could. He will put
the prepared "powders" in the case and
appear before the meeting as a doctor who
will describe a terrible and loathsome disease
that is abroad in our land. It is more contar
gious, more loathsome and kills more people
in one year than smallpox, yellow fever, or
cholera. The pest-houses are kept wide open,
and the citizens of our land do not interfere.
l\f any so-called Christian people vote for men
who make it a part of their politics to keep
these pest-houses open. Young men and even
boys can walk right in and get the liquor that
gives them this dreadful disease.
He may say that sixty thousand people in
the United States die with this disease every
year, and that is but one country, while thousands die in other countries of the same disease,
and two millions of boys out of ff\ery generation fill these pest-houses.
Now ha Ye the doctor tell of the remedy for
this disease. \Ve must keep away from the
pest-houses and take the powders which he
will now pass.
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Ask the Juniors to examine the powders
and pass thein on to some one who they think
can be helped by them.
BIBLE DRILL.

Have the Juniors finish the names of the
books of the New Testament.
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AUGUST 2.

now

CAN WE SERVE CHRIST IN OUR
HO:JIES?
R01n. 1fd: 9, 10; 1

A

Pet. 5: 5.

BLACKBOARD LESSON.

a house on the blackboard, and
make a brace on the side of it. Ask the
Juniors to name things they ha
in their
homes. They will name tables, dishes, chairs,
books, etc. "\Vrite these words in the brace.
After the brace is full, outline another house
with a brace in it, and ask the Juniors to
name things they can put in the home that
will beautify it more than any of the things
that have been mentioned. Lead the lesson
talk along the lines of helpfulness, kindness,
patience, etc. As each suggestion is made,
write it in the brace. The following are a few
suggestive questions:
What are the brightest and prettiest pictures
we can put in the homes ?
Smiling faces.
What are the most beautiful sounds we can
make in our homes ?
OUTLINE
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Kind \Yords.
\\'hat is the sweetest music we can make
in our homes ?
Songs about Jesus.
What should be the sweetest and most helpful moments we spend in our homes ?
Those we spend in prayer.
Ask the Juniors to tell how we can make
Jes us welcome in our homes.
Let the question of the topic be answered
by the following acrostic.
How can we serve Christ in our homes?
By being H el pful.
0 bedient.
Meek.
E arnest.
S weet.
The smallest service may be rendered for
Jesus' sake.
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AUGUST

9.

WHAT I MAY LEAl{.X FROM A QUEEN
WHO TOOK A JOUHXEY.
1 J{ings 10: 1-9; Hatt. L?: 42.

TuE

ST01iY oF A

Qu EEN.

IN a far-off country of the south there lived
a beautiful queen. She ha<l a castle, and servants to do her bidding. She had silver and
gold and precious stones. Her diadem sparkled
like the sun.
This queen heard of a very wise man named
Solomon, and she said to her servants, "l\Iake
ready for a long journey, for I am going to see
whether what I hear about this wise and rich
man is true."
So, with a great train of servants and camels
which were loaded with spices, gold, and precious stones, she journeyed to the palace of the
great king.
Now the queen had thought out some pretty
hard questions which she thought would puzzle
the wise king, but after she had seen and
talked with him, and had seen his splendid
home, she said, " Behold the half was not told
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me: thy wisdom and prosperity exceed the
fame which I heard."
The queen gave much gold and spices arid
precious stones to King Solomon, and returned
to her own land.
THE STORY OF A KING.

Once upon a time in a far-off country there
was born a tiny baby. He
cradle; so
his mother laid him in a manger. A very
strange and beautiful thing happened when
this baby was born into the world. A great
light shone in the sky, and a beautiful star
stood over the place where he lay. Heavenly
music was heard, for the angels were singing
everywhere.
Shepherds saw the star, and went and worshipped the baby, and some wise men followed
the star from a far country and came to see
him.
Need I tell you that this baby was to be a
king?
He grew just as other boys grow, but he
was always obedient and did what was right;
he did not go around telling people that he
was a king, but just did the common, everyday things that came to him to do.
By and by this king grew to be a man. He
did not put a crown on his head and sit in a
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palace, but went about doing goo<l and teaching others how to be good. All any one had
to do to be helped. and save<l was just to call
on his name.
One day this goo<l king <lieu to sa,Te you and
me. ( Uern let the one telling the sUJry hold
up a little cross.) Can you guess who my
king is?
The last story can be made very pleasing by
illustrating it with the Perry or Brown pictures, which can be had for a cent apiece in
quantities.
Let one of the Junior girls tell or read " The
Story of a (Jueen,'' and a Junior boy, "The
Story of a King."
.Make this comparison: The queen of Sheba
had to journey a long way to hear the "·isdom
of Solomon. We need only to call on the
name of the " One who is greater than Solomon" to be helped and saved.
The key-note of the lesson is Opportunity.
Do we wish to see Jes us ?
How much trouble do we take to do so?
Ask each Junior to come to the next meeting prepared to tell one thing that helped
some man or woman to become great.
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16.

MY FAVORITE BIBLE PROVERB, AND
WHY.
Prov. 2: 1-9.
AN OBJECT-LESSON.

some heavy white paper and
a spool of binding or other narrow ribbon.
Cut the paper into pieces three inches square,
and as many as there are Juniors in your society. On each of these write or print with
gold paint a Bible proverb. Form these into
a scroll by rolling the bottom edge around a
lead-pencil, or roll them up into little manuscripts and tie ribbons around them. (See
illustrations for January 18.)
Tell the Juniors the week before that the
next meeting will be a proverb meeting, and
that each may bring to the meeting a verse
from Proverbs that seems helpful ; urge them
to commit the verses to memorv
., .
Have one of the most forcible proverbs
written on the blackboard. Have the Juniors
tell you all they can about the book of Proverbs and the wise man that wrote it. They
MATERIAL:

HH
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will find the story very interesting. When
you have finished, let each Junior repeat his
verse and come forward and receive the little
proverb scroll that you have prepared for each
one and have brought to the meeting in a
pretty box or basket.
Let this service be followed by a few earnest
sentences from the superintendent about the
wisdom that is spoken of so often in the Proverbs, and ask the Juniors to make the thought
of their sentence prayers the request that God
will give them wisdom, that they may be able
to li,re their lives rightly.
(From "Object-Lessons for Junior Work," by permission
of the Fleming H. Revell Company.)
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23.

WHAT THE CARPENTER, THE FISHERMAN, THE TENT-MAKER, TEACH
ME ABOUT WOHK.
3Iatt. 4: 18-22; Hark 6: 3; Acts 18: 3;
2 Thess. 3: 10.
AN OBJECT-LESSON.

ARRANGE with one of the Junior boys to
bring the picture of some large building to the
meeting, and tell something about the work it
takes to make a building.
Arrange with another boy to bring a small
fish-net or a fish-pole and line. He. should "be
able to tell something about the people who
catch fish for a living, and the toil and danger
connected with it.
One of the girls can make a small tent of
paper and tell the story about tent-making.
She can get something interesting out of a
Bible dictionary.
Write on the blackboard the names of some
men and women who have helped make the
world better; such as Abraham Lincoln,
Booker T. Washington, Clara Barton, Frances
Willard, etc.
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If any of the Juniors are prepared to tell
some of the things that made these persons
able to do the great work of their lives, give
them an opportunity to do so. If not, draw
out from them the principal things that made
these and others great in good works.
The following braces are suggestive:

How should we work'!

When should we work?

Faithfully.
Patiently.
Carefully.
Cheerfully.
Bravely.

fl

Ex. 20 : 9, 10.
At home.

school.
Wh ere sh ou ld we work . f At
't
?

l

·our p 1aces of
business, et.c.

Mother.
Father.
For whom should we work?

)Ja,.:ters.

Jesus.
Our church.
Our Junior society.

"Do the best you can, with
what you have, where you are,
to-day."

Ask the Juniors to read carefullv
., the lesson
story for the next meeting, Gen. 21 : 14-20.
BIBLE DRILL.

Teach the names of the books in the Old
Testament from Lamentations to Amos.
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AUGUST 30.
IIOW GOD SAVED A PERISHING BOY.
Gen. 21: 14-20.
A PICTURE STORY.
ONCE upon a time there were two little
boys. (Draw some figures on the blackboard
to represent two boys.) One of them was
named Isaac; the other, Ishmael. (Write the
names over the boys.) Isaac was the son of
Sarah, Abraha1n's wife, and Ishmael was the
son of Hagar, a bond woman. Sarah did not
like Hagar very well; so she told Abraham to
send Hagar and Ishmael away. So one day
Hagar took her little boy and a bottle of
water, and wandered away into the wilderness. (Draw some trees and figures to represent Hagar and Ishmael.)
Now Hagar thought she did not have a
friend in all the world. She was very lonely,
and her heart was sad. She did not know
what would become of her little boy. After a
while all the water in the bottle was gone, and
there was no water to be had in the wilderness. She knew her boy must die, and with
her heart breaking she laid him under a shady
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tree (draw a small tree with the boy lying
un<ler it), and went a way so that she might
not see him suffer and <lie. She sat down and
cried.
This poor, heartbroken woman was not
alone. "God heard the voice of the lad," and
sent an angel out of heaven to comfort her.
(Write the word ' 1 God" on the blackboard,
and outline two wings to represent an angel.
Ask the Juniors to name other incidents where
God sent an angel.) The angel told Hagar to
go and get her little boy and hold him, for he
would make him a great nation. Then Hagar
opened her eyes, and saw before her a well of
water. (Draw a well.) 0 joy l now her boy
could live. She hastened to the well, and
filled the bottle, and gave her poor, suffering
boy a cool drink. "And God was with the
lad; and he grew, and dwelt in the wilderness, and became an archer." (Draw the boy
with a bow and arrow.)
The story will be much more interesting if,
instead of being told or read, it is drawn from
the Juniors. As they tell the story, guided
by yourself, sketch the pictures.
The lesson to impress is, that God cares for
us and will al ways provide for us.
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6.

WHICH ONE OF THE BEATITUDES
HELPS ME MOST? AND WHY?
.Matt. 5: 1-12.
0BJli.:C'l'-LESSON.

HA YE your prayer-meeting committee meet
with you and make for an object-lesson and
gift some little cardboard pitchers. These
will be very pretty if made of tinted cardboard. The accompanying design will give
you an idea of how to cut them.

Blessed axe
the pure
in hea.rt;
For thelj
Sh<ll\
see-
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They are to represent the bottle of precious
ointment that _l\Iary Magdalene poured on
Jes us' feet.
On each pitcher have one of the Beatitudes
neatly written. A tiny ribbon may be tied in
the handle or around the neck of the pitcher.
These will look very pretty if pinned to a
large sheet of pasteboard and hung in the
front of the Junior room.
Number the Juniors one, two, three, four,
etc., and place the num hers on the blackboard
far enough apart to make a small brace after
each.
Ask each Junior, beginning at number one,
to rise and repeat the Beatitude he likes best.
Write a part of the Beatitude in the brace, and
sum up in a word or two his "''Thy," and
place it under the Beatitude, something as
follows:
Blessed are the pure in he.art 1• { If I keep my heart pure, I can see God.
Blessed are the peace-makers 2 · { It is right to make peace.
Blessed are the meek 3 · { "l\Ieek" means "gentle."

After each Junior has taken part in this
way let the litt]e cardboard pitchers be passed,
after which ask that all heads be bowed, and
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ask God to help them remember the promise
of each Beatitude.
If you have the book " Three Years with
the Children," by Amos R. Wells, use the
lesson on page 255 in connection with this.
Ask each Junior to bring some fruit to the
next meeting.
Tell them to bring the very nicest apple,
peach, pear, orange, basket of grapes, etc., that
they can find. Ask that they bring it in a
paper bag. The fruit should not be overripe.
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13.

LESSONS FROM THE FRUITS.
Matt. 7: 15-;!U; Jolin r;: B--8; Gal. 5: 22, 23.
AN Oll.J EUT-LESSON.
to the meeting make a number
of slips of paper; they should be about an
inch and a half wi<le and six or seven inches
long. On each of these write a verse of
Scripture about fruit-bearing. Most of the
verses used in our Scripture lesson will be
good to use in this way.
Take the slips and some toothpicks or some
baby ribbon to the Junior meeting. Arrange
with a few of the Juniors to bring baskets to
the meeting.
To make the object-lesson complete, you
should take some bitter crab-apples and a
branch from a thorn-tree.
Ask the Juniors to place the fruit they
bring on the table. Ask the sunshine committee to come forward, stand around the
table, and quietly pin or tie a slip of paper,
has on it a verse of Scripture, to each
piece of fruit, and lay it in a basket. While
PREVIOUS
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this is being done, sing some appropriate songs
and conduct the opening exercises of the meeting. Have the first Scripture lesson read, and
ask one of the Juniors to tell what it teaches
him about fruit. Show the crab-apples, and
ask another Junior to tell what lesson they
teach him. Let him compare a bitter crabapple with a perfect apple.
Let the second reference be read. Show
the thorns and a bunch of grapes. Ask another Junior to tell what lesson he learns
from these.
So proceed with the third reference. Write
on the blackboard the words, "The fruit of
the Spitit," and under this the words, "Love,"
"Joy," "Peace," "Longsuffering," "Gentleness," '; Goodness," "Faith," "Meekness," apd
"Temperance."
Ask that the sentence prayers begin with
this sentence, "Dear Jesus, make me fruitful."
After the Junior meeting the fruit brought
by the Juniors may be taken to the hospital,
or to the sick and "shut-in," or to the poor.
The verses pinned on them may bear fruit for
Jesus.
BIBLE DRILL.

Teach the names of the books in the Old
Testament from Amos to Nahum.
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SEPTEMBEU

20.

WHAT JESes TAUGHT ABOL"T S"\YEARIXG.

Matt. 5: 33-37 ; J:: : 3C, 37.
A BLACKBOARD
up to the lesson talk by the following
or similar questions; then follow with the
suggested braces.
What is an oath?
What is swearing?
What is slang?
What are "idle words " ?
What is false swearing?
For example: An oath is what we say before God. Have one of the Juniors illustrate
by telling how a witness in a case takes an
oath. Swearing is taking the name of God in
vain. Have one of the Juniors repeat the
third commandment, Ex. 20: 7.
Treat the other questions in a similar manner. Then follow this with the braces.
LEAD

Gossip.
Lying.
Idle words Harmful.
{
Slanderous.
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}fake the above brace large, and let the
Juniors suggest words to fill it.
Rude.
Impolite.
_Idle.
Slang Unladylike.
Ungentlemanly.

Etc.

Let :Matt. 12: 36, 37 be a memory verse.
Lay your plans for the missionary meeting
next week, and ask the Juniors to bring their
missionary offering.
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SEPTEMBER

27.

HOW WE MAY BE HO:JIE MISSIONARIES.
Kings 5: 1-6; JJiark 5: 19, BO.
ARY MEETING.)

a large sheet of light-colored wrapping-paper. Have your missionary committee
meet with you and make the object-lesson.
Have one of the Juniors outline on the
wrapping-paper a map of Korth America, or,
if you live in another country, of your own
country. We will use Korth America for a
type. Indicate the home-missionary fields by
fastening a little heart-shaped pocket on the
map where the missionary fields are located.
For instance, print the words ''Colored
Race " across the southern part of the "C nited
States, and place a pocket just below the
words. A little farther up print ":Mountain
Whites," and fasten a pocket near that.
West of the Mississippi print the word
"Indian," and fasten a pocket there. Over in
California print the word " Chinese," and
fasten a pocket there.
GET
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Fasten a pocket on " Alaska " and the
northern part of the United States to represent our work among the miners and lumbermen. We will also fasten one at Chicago to

represent the "settlement work" in our great
cities.
For the pockets use the same plan described
in the lesson for January 25. The effect will
be very pleasing if the pockets are made of
red paper.
Lead the Juniors to tell what they can
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about eauh of these fields; then ask the Juniors to tell how we can be home missionaries.
Ila\·c the story of the capti\'e maid discussed.
Lead the Juniors to see how even they may
interest grown people in the cause of missions.
After the lesson talk tell the Juniors that
the pockets on the map are to receive tlieir
missionary offering, that each can put bis
money in the pocket of the people be would
like to help. Let the Juniors march around
smgmg some m1ss10nary song, and drop their
offering into the pockets.
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4.

LESSONS FROM PAUL'S SHIPWRECK.

Acts 27: 21-44.
A

CHALK-TALK.

BY a few carefully planned questions draw
from the Juniors who Paul was, what his mission was, and how he came to be in the ship.
The following is a suggested chalk-talk.

How many Juniors can tell me where the
Mediterranean Sea is ?
"Away over by Italy," some one says.
(Draw the sea by using the side of a piece of
blue or green chalk.)
Well, many years ago, when some good people were trying to start the Christian church,
there was a man named- Who will tell
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mo this man's name ? Yes, Paul. Some did
not like him, because he was trying to tell the
people about Jes us; and they made him a
prisoner, and put him in a ship to take him to
Home.
Now I will draw a ship, and we will name it
""\V orks." That is a queer name for a boat
(draw a ship on the water with some men on
it, and print the name " \\' orks" on the right
hand end of the ship), but we shall soon find
out that this is a good name for the ship.
Now for a few days after these people
started out the weather was fair, and the ship
worked beautifully. The sailors thought they
were going to get along all right, but one day
a terrible storm came up, and 0 how the sailors
worked to save themselves! They threw off
the cargo, then the rigging (rub out the mast
and the sail); but the storm got worse, and
they saw that the boat would be dashed to
pieces. (With a few strokes of the chalk make
high waves on the water.) Finally the ship
struck a shoal, and the sailors were in a panic.
There was a little boat on this ship, which
we will call "Human Help." (Draw a little
boat and print the words " Human Help" on
it. Draw a line from the ship to the boat.)
The sailors were going to get into the small
boat and try to get to shore in it ; but Paul
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said, " If you do that, you will be lost. Human
help will not save you. You must cut off the
small boat and stick to the ship." And so they
cut the rope (erase the line from the ship to the
small boat), and gave up all human help; and
there they were in the ship that was going to
pieces.
What do you suppose made them obey
Paul? Some one says, "They had faith."
Yes, that is right. There is a verse in the
Bible which says, "For we walk by faith, not
by sight." Let us all repeat it. Paul told
them to stick to \.V orks, but that they must
add to their works faith. And then, when
they were tired and faint from their great fear
and strife, he told them they must eat ; for,
while God would save them, he wanted them
to do all they could to help themselves. So,
when the ship went to pieces, all were saved by
their faith and obedience.
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OCTOBER 11.
BIBLE LESSONS FROM SHEEP.
Isa. 53 : 6, 7; Luke 15 : 3-7; John 10 : 1-5.

AN OBJECT-LESSON.
SOME time before the meeting send to the
Perry Picture Co., :Malden, l\Iass., or to P. G.
Brown, Beverly, Mass., for some of the smallest-sized Perry or Brown pictures of sheep and
"Christ the Good Shepherd." The pictures
are about three by four inches in size, and very
inexpensive. Fifty of them will cost but a few
cents. Let one of your committees meet with
you and make some little book1ets. Use one
of the pictures for the front cover, and make
three or four blank leaves ; punch holes in the
back edge, and tie together with baby ribbon.
On the back cover outline a shepherd's crook.
On the front page write the verse, "The Lord
is my shepherd, I shall not want."-Ps. 23: 1.
On the second page write, "The sheep follow him, for they know his voice."-J ohn
10: 4.
On the third page, the words, "Feed my
lambs."
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Leave the left-hand pages blank.
Ask the Juniors to bring all the pictures of
sheep they can. Place them in the front of
the Junior room.
Ask one of the Juniors to tell something
about the habits of sheep. Let another tell
what they are good for; let another tell what
a shepherd is for ; another, the story of a
shepherd dog; another, about the wolves and
sheep. From each of these stories a lesson may
be drawn.
Have one of the Juniors tell the story of the
"ninety and nine"; and then have all sing the
beautiful song by that name. If not all know
it, arrange with some one to sing it as a solo.
Christ is our shepherd.
If we are good sheep, we shall follow him.
We should not try to get out of the fold.
The wolf is outside, but as long as we stay in
sight of the shepherd we shall not be harmed.
Ask the Juniors to commit to memory the
twenty-third Psalm.
Present the booklets, and with heads bowed
give each one an opportunity to ask Jesus to
be their "Good Shepherd."
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OCTOBER

18.

WHAT BLIND BAHTl)l.LECS TEACHES
l\IE.
_llladi; 10:

A
THE

BLACKBOARD LESSON.

following is a suggested blackboard

talk:
Juniors, we have a new teacher to-day, and
he has a very old name. Will some one tell
me his name?
Yes, Bartimreus. I will write it on the
blackboard, up near the top, so that it will be
out of the way.
Now we must find out all about this man
who brings us the lesson to-day. Who will
tell me something about him?
Mary says he was blind. I will write that
in the brace near his name.
John says he was a beggar. I will write
that in the brace, and ask J obn to tell us what
a beggar is.
In Jerusalem the beggar was a poor, forlorn, despised person, who stood on the street
corners and begged.
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Now I want Alice to tell me who came
along where blind Bartimreus was standing
one day.
Did Jesus throw stones at him and make fun
of him?
0, no ! What did he do ?
Did Bartimreus ask more than once?
What did the disciples do?
Can you imagine how happy Bartimreus was
when his poor, blind eyes came open? 0, his
heart was full of joy ! Do you think he loved
Jesus?
What did Jesus say to Bartimreus about
faith f
Does Jes us ever do anything for us?
Now think hard for a minute; then get up,
one at a time, and tell me one thing Jesus
does for you. (Give the Juniors time for this
little testimony meeting.)
Now we will sum up and write on the blackboard some of the lessons blind Bartimreus
teaches us.
In Jesus.

1. FAITH { It healed.
It saved.
Would not be sent away.
2. EARNESTNESS { Kept calling on Jesus.
Ready to serve.
3. FOLLOWED JESUS { Used his eyes for Jesus,
Unselfish.
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Jes us teaches this lesson.
To poor.
To a beggar.
4 · KINDNESH To tbe hiind.
{
To all.

If the Juniors suggest other words for these
braces, use them.
Lay the plans for the next meeting.
BIBLE DRILL.

Have the Juniors learn the names of the
Ol<l Testament books from Kah um to Malachi.
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25.

" '" HY I 'YILL NE\rER USE STRONG
DIUNK.
Dan. 1: 8-18.

A

CHALK-TALK.

IF you haYe no temperance committee, form
one of all the boys in your society.
be strictly their meeting.

Let this

Arrange with one of them to tell the story
of Daniel as given in the lesson. As he tells
the story, have him writ n out Daniel's" bill
of fare," then the hill of fare of the other men
who were preparing to "stand before the
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king." Ile may ask for suggestions from the
Juniors and make this "bill of fare" very
elaborate with rich foods and wines.
DANIEL's{ Vegetables.

Water.

Krno's

{Wine.
Meat.
with
wme sauce.

Etc.

Outline the pictures of a saloon and a well
on the blackboard. On the side of the saloon
write some of the woes and sins it causes, as
they are suggested by the Juniors. Kear the
well write the word "Safety."
Let one of the Junior boys perform the experiment of pouring alcohol on the ·white of
an egg, and show how alcohol that is taken
into the system "cooks" the brain and inside
coating of the stomach.
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1.

LITTLE KINDNESSES WE CAN DO IN
JESUS' NAME.
Hatt.
34-40.
AN OBJECT-LESSON.

FoR the object-lesson you will need some
toothpicks and some white and some red
paper.
Cut the white paper into pieces one inch

+
wide by one and a half inches long. Cut the
red paper into narrow strips three-quarters of
an inch long. With the pieces of red paper
make a cross in the centre of each piece of white
paper, then paste each on one end of a toothpick. This makes the Christian flag called
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"the sign of the cross." On the lower righthand corner print the reference of the lesson.
Fasten these flags on a large piece of pasteboard with a pin.
After the Scripture lesson has been carefully read pass the flags. Let each Junior
take a flag and a pin. After this pass some
lead-pencils, and ask each Junior to write on
the back of his flag some kindness he can do in
Jesus' name. Then pin the little flag on for a
badge.
Ask each one to rise and tell what word he
wrote on his flag, and how he can perform that
kindness for Jes us.
Explain the sign of the cross, that wherever
it is found it stands for Jes us Christ. If it is
seen on a ship, it means that the ship is from a
Christian nation; if it is found in a distant
land, it means that there are people there '"ho
are trying to please Jesus; if it is found on a
Junior, it means that he is doing little kindnesses for Jesus; if enough Juniors wear it, it
means "the world for Christ."
Let the Juniors sing, " On ward, Christian
soldiers," then quietly bow their heads and ask
Jesus to help them e\rer to do kindnesses in his
name.
To do kindnesses in Jesus' name is being a
Christian every day.
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8.

LESSONS OF TRUST FROM BIBLE
DELIVERANCES.
Acts 5: 18-:JO; l:J: 6-9; 16: 25, 26.

A

BLACKBOARD LESSON.

0 UTLqrE three prisons on the blackboard.
Ask one of the Juniors to tell the story of
Peter and John in prison. As it is being told,
draw two men in the first prison, and write

the names "Peter" and "John" over them.
Sketch an angel in the door.
Ask another Junior to tell the story of Peter
in prison as recorded in the second reference
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of tho lesson. Draw Peter in the prison,
chained between two soldiers, with an angel
near and a candle within to represent the
"light" that shone in the prison.
As another Junior tells the story of Paul
and Silas, outline them in the prison chained
together.
The following braces may be worked out by
the Juniors.
( Delivered.

1

I Saved.

PETER and JOHN} TRUST
PAUL and SILAS

JUNIORS } TRUST

Helped.
Angels came.
God was there.
Saved others.

Will save.
\\'ill help.
Will deliver.
Angels will watch.
Jesus will care for.
Will save others.

Etc.

Lay plans for the next meeting.
BIBLE DRILL.

Have the Juniors repeat the names of the
books of the Bible.
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NOVEMBER 15.

WHICH ONE OF JESUS' PARABLES DO
YOU LIKE BEST, AND WHY?
Matt. fd5: 1-13.

AN OBJECT-LESSON.
ARRANGE with seven of your Juniors to
meet with you during the week previous to
the meeting and plan the following exercise.
Have the girls tell the story of the "ten
virgins" and illustrate it with two candles.
One candle should be burned down to the
socket, with only a little wick showing; if a
little water has been put on the wick, it will
sputter and go out when one tries to light it.
This will represent the "foolish vfrgins." A
tall candle that burns clearly when lighted
will represent the wise virgins.
Let a boy tell the story of the good and the
bad seed. Matt. 13: 24-30.
He can illustrate this with some wheat and
a bunch of dried weeds.
Another girl may tell about the "leaven."
Matt. 13 : 33. This should be illustrated by
some yeast in a small can, and a loaf of bread.
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The parable of the house on the sand, Matt.
7: 24-27, may be told by one of the boys and
illustrated by some dry sand and a fiat stone.
The parable of the "ten talents" may be
told by a girl and illustrated with some pieces
of 1J1011ev. One piece should be wrapped up
in a napkin.
One of the smallest Juniors can ti·ll the
story of "a mustard seed" (Matt. 13: 31, 32)
and show some mustard seed in a bottle. He
can tell how little people can become great in
God's sight.
To make this a real success, those who take
part should familiarize themselves with the
parables enough to tell them in story form.
After this exercise ask each Junior to rise
and tell which parable he likes best, and why.
This will bring out the teachings of the parables. Then ask whether any of them can remember other parables; if so, give them opportunity to tell about them.
Lay plans for the Thanksgiving service.
Ask that each Junior bring a Bible and some
kind of fruit or vegetable.
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N OVEl\IBER 22.

HOW TO PRAISE GOD.

Ps. 1.1µ5: 1-931.
(THANKSGIYING SERVICE.)
PREVIOUS to the meeting arrange with the
music committee to provide a number of
praise songs. Also ask that each Junior bring
some kind of fruit or vegetables as a thankoffering. Provide some slips of paper with
verses of Scripture written on them, to fasten
on the fruit. Let the fruit and vegetables be
placed in a basket as they are brought into the
Junior room. After the meeting, a committee
can take them to some poor family.
Number the Juniors, and let each one take
the verse in the one hundred and forty-fifth
Psalm that corresponds to his number. If
there are more Juniors than verses, two or
more may take the same.
Make a large brace on the blackboard,
and in front of it write the words of our topic,
"How TO PRAISE Gon."
Now the Juniors, with their Bibles, may
find ways to praise God. Ask number one to
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rise, read his verse, and tell how it says to
praise Go<l. It may be summed up in the following or similar sentence, "Bless him forever." Write this in the brace.
Junior number two may rise, read his verse,
and tell how it says to praise God, and so proceed till all the verses have been read. If two
have the same number, let them both rise, one
read the verse, and the other tell the lesson it
brings to us.
The following brace is suggestive. r se the
thoughts of the Juniors as far as possible.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

HOW TO
PRAISE Goo.

l
1

I

l

6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
1-t.

15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Bless his name forever.
Praise him every day.
Praise him because he.is great.
Praise him to one another.
Speak of his ,.glory, honor, majesty,
and works.
Declare his greatness.
Sing praises unto God.
Praise him because he is full of love
and merciful.
Praise him because he is good.
Let our· works praise him.
Speak of his kingdom.
Make known to others his acts.
Tell others of God's eternal kingdom.
Tell others that he helps and comforts.
Praise him for providing for us.
Praise him for satisfying us.
Praise him for his goodness.
Praise him for hearing our prayers.
Praise him for answering our prayers.
Praise him for saving the good.
Our mouths should praise God forever.
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The blackboard exercises should be interspersed with verses of songs so as not to get
tiresome.
Lay your plans for the missionary meeting
next week.
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NOVEMBER

29.

HOW WE MAY HELP SEXD THE MISSION ARY LIGHT .
.Matt. 4: 16; 5: 14-16.
(MISSIONARY }fEETING.)

FoR the object-lesson you will need a piece
of light-weight cardboard, or heavy paper,
twelve inches long and eight inches wide;

two strips of pasteboard half an inch wide by
twelve inches long; four small Christmas
candles, and one large candle.
Make a cone out of the cardboard by turning it around the hand. The hole in the top
of the cone should be just large enough to
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hold the large candle. The base should flare
as much as possible. After pasting, trim the
top anu bottom to a perfect cone. About an
inch from the top of the cone make four crosswise slits one opposite another and each half
an inch in width ; through these put the two
strips of pasteboard. (See illustration.)
Paste a narrow strip of paper around each
candle. On one of the small candles print the
letter N, on another the letter S, on another
the letter E, and on the other the letter W.
Print the word JESUS on the large candle.
When the first verse of the Scripture lesson
is read, place the large candle in the top of
the cone and light it. Lead the Juniors to
tell how Jesus is the light of our own land
and many other lands. Have the Juniors
name the Christian countries they can think
of. Then have heathen countries named.
Place these names in braces on the blackboard.
Have the second Scripture lesson read.
Ask the Juniors how we can help send the
missionary light.
Light one of the small
candles from the large one. Hold the lower
.end of the candle near the flame of the large
candle a moment in order to melt the wax a
little, then hold it firmly on the end of one of
the pasteboard arms, and the wax in cooling
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will fasten it firmly enough to hold. Treat
all the small candles in a similar way ; then,
if possible, make the room dark except for the
light of the candles. Have the Juniors sing
"Send the Light," or some other appropriate
song. Then ask that each one will ask God
to help him be the "light of the world."
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6.

HOW TO GET ff\VEET TElIPERS.
Col. 3 : 8-15.

A CHALK-TALK.
THE following is a suggested chalk-talk :
Juniors, I am going to make a garden today, and all must help me, or I fear the weeds

will grow so fast that we shall not raise a
good crop. Now all watch me while I make
the fence. Will some one tell me why we put
a high fence around the garden ?
Yes, to keep out chickens, dogs, and other
things which would destroy the seeds we have
planted.
Will the fence keep out all the things that
destroy a garden? Fred says jt will not.
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Now, Fred, tell us what there are that the
fence will not keep out.
"Weeds," did I hear you say ? K ow I am
going to name this garden "our tempers,"
and 0, such a lot of weeds are growing here !
What shall we name the weeds in this garden?
Angry words, unkind words, etc. What shall
we do about the weeds?
Floyd, tell me what your father does when
the weeds grow in his garden.
He gets a man to help hoe them out, does
he ? ( Draw a hoe. )
Now we cannot get the weeds out of our
garden alone; and, if we let them grow, they
will soon crowd out everything else, and " our
tempers" will just be full of angry words,
sour looks, and spiteful replies. Whom can
we get to help hoe out the weeds ?
Jessie says, "Jesus will help us."
We will name the hoe " Bible," and bow
our heads and each one ask Jesus to help us
get sweet tempers.
A story told by Russell H. Conwell is very
suggestive.
The following is the story in substance.
"My home was in the Berkshire Hills.
One evening, tired out with the toil of the
day, I thought to leave my children and walk
up the hill to see the mountaineer.
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"As I crossed the brook and started up the
hillside, I heard the voice of my little child
calling, • Papa, papa, hurry and eatch up with
the sunshine.'
" To please my little girl, I quickened my
steps, and soon found my head in the sunlight
while my feet were in the shadow. So on I
went all the way up the hill with my head in
the sunlight and my feet in the shadow, till
all the glory of a Berkshire sunset burst on
my vision."
The story brings us this lesson : We may
keep our tempers sweet by keeping our heads
in God's sunlight, even if we do walk in a
world shadowed with sin, and by and by we
shall see the glory of eternity burst on our
VlSlOn.

Ask each Junior to be able to tell a short
story about kindness to animals and birds
at the next meeting.
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DECEMBER

13.

A BIBLE MAID WHO WAS KIND TO
ANIMALS.

Gen. 924 : 19-928.
A

BAND OF MERCY LESSON.

Two or three weeks previous to the meeting send to :Miss Elizabeth Olney, 346 Pine
Street, Providence, R. I., for Band of Mercy
leaflets and pledge cards.
If you have no Band of Mercy committee,
appoint one to take charge of this meeting.
Have the leader of this meeting meet with
you during the week and learn the story of
Rebekah so she can tell it at the meeting instead of reading it. Or, if it is read, appoint
several of the Juniors to read a verse a piece.
You will find the Juniors full of the subject
and each one eager to tell some experience he
has had with animals.
Pass the leaflets and pledge cards among
the Juniors. Discuss the pledge thoroughly,
and give the Juniors a chance to sign the
pledge.
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THE BIRD IN 'l'HE TEMPLE.

At one of our State Christian Endeavor
conventions, which was held in a large open
pavilion among the leafy trees, there was a
little wren that praised God with his sweet
voice as much as the hundreds of people that
worshipped there. During the stillness of the
"Quiet Hour," or perhaps when we were
praising God with song, the notes of the wren
would swell and echo through the great
building.
The little wren awakened a new note of
love and reverence for all God's creatures.
Let us listen for God in the voices of the birds
and animals which he has placed in our care.
Some books which may be highly recommended for our Juniors to read are, ''Black
Beauty," "Beautifut Joe," all of Thompson
Seton's books, " Wilderness Ways," "BobTail Dixie," the autobiography of a Scotch
terrier and his life with his girl and boy
friends; "Bob, Son of Battle," and" Dannie,"
all books which leave a splendid influence.
BIBLE DRILL

Have the Juniors repeat the names of the
books of the Bible.
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DECEMBER

20.

WHAT TREASURES CAN I BRING TO
JESUS?
Matt. 2: 1-11.
(CIIRIST}IAS SERVICE.)

FoR an object-lesson make a cross by fastening together two sticks. The upright piece
should be about fifteen inches long, and the
crosspiece ten inches long. ''rap the cross
with "·hite cotton or white paper. Kail the
lower end of the cross to a small block of
wood so that it will stand upright on the
table.
Prepare some slips of paper about an inch
wide and two inches long. Take these with
several lead-pencils to the Junior meeting.
After the lesson has been read lead the
Juniors to tell w h \" Jes us came into the world.
Why should people be glad and happy at
Christmas time?
'Vhy do we make gifts at Christmas time?
What kind of people are most joyful at
Christmas time ?
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"\Vhat can we give Jesus that will make hi1n
joyful at Christmas time?
Pass the slips of paper and pencils among
the Juniors. Ask each Junior to write on his
slip of paper what he wants to give Jesus for
a Christmas present.
Ask each Junior to rise, tell the thing he
wants to give to Jesus this Christmas, bring
his slip forward, and lay it at the foot of the
cross.
Pr.oceed in this way till all the Juniors have
taken part. Announce one of the sweet consecration hymns, and after it has been sung ask
that all the heads be bowed, and offer a prayer
of consecration in which you will ask Jesus to
accept the treasures of these little ones.
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27.
THINGS WE OUGHT NOT TO PUT OFF.
Eccl. 12 : 1-7.
AN

for a gift to accompany this lesson
some cards, on which outline a "cistern
wheel." The picture of the wheel should be
MAKE

'

in the centre of the card. Through the centre
of the wheel put a silver cord, long enough to
tie in a loop over the top of the card. Some
of the silver tinsel such as is used in the
Christmas decorations will answer for this.
In the lower right-hand corner write the
Scripture reference, Eccl. 12: 1-7.
For the object-lesson take an inexpensive
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tablet of paper, and print on each leaf, in quite
large letters, one word that will signify things
we ought or ought not to do in our every-day
lives. The following is a list of words that
may be used. You can supply many others.
Obedience.
Smiles.
Laughter.
Frowns.
Play.
Work.
Lies.

Prayer.
School.
Being tardy.
Playing for keeps.
Cheating.
Loving one another.
Stealing.

Sunday-school.
Church.
Swearing,
Drinking.
Smoking.
Being good.
Jesus.

Use the object-lesson as follows :
Hold the tablet where all can see it, and
read the word on the first page. Ask the
Juniors whether that is something we ought
not to put off. Leave all the good pages, and
tear out all the bad pages, or those on which
are the things that we ought not to do.
The object-lesson might contain just the
things we ought not to put off, but I believe
the lesson is more forceful and will make a
greater impression if both the things that we
ought not to put off and the things we ought
to put off are used.
" Boast not thyself of to-morrow, for thou
knowest not what a day may bring forth."Prov. 27: 1.

JUNIOR. CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR. SONGS.
Compiled by Ira D. Sankey, :John Willis Baer, and William Shaw.
OPINIONS.

"It is splendid. I was pleased to see our
pledge song in it."
'I am delighted with the Junior Christian
Endeavor Songs. They are splendid,
no jingles among them. I am sure
they will fill a long-felt want."
Sunday schools, as well as Junior Societies, will do well to examine this work
before purchasing. The Responsive Readings will be found very helpful.
PRICES.

Words and Music : Board covers, in quanby express, at purchaser's expense,
25c. Single copy, by mail, 3oc.
Words Only Edition: In quantities, by express, at pure haser's expeme, 1 oc. Single copy, by mail, I I c. Cash must be sent
with all orders; or, if desired, they will be sent C. 0. D

THE KING'S PRAISES.
A COLLECTION OF JUNIOR. SONGS.
By Charles S. Brown. In heavy manilla paper covers.
Price, sample copy, 1 2c. post-paid; in quantities, 1 oc.
each, $4- 50 for fifty, or $8 .oo for one hundred; express
not prepaid.
It is confidently believed that this is the best small coll ection of hymns that has ever been compiled for Junior Christian Endeavor societies or for Primary departments of Sabbath schools. The book contains the words and music of
about fifty pieces, every one of which is a gem. Many of
the songs have been written especially for this book, and arc
copyrighted property.

United Society of Christian Endeavor,
Tremont Temple,
Boston.

155 La Salle St.,
Chicago.

JUNIOR LEAFLETS.
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Catechisms in Junior Societies.• By Rev. F.
E. Clark. Three cents each.
.
•
.
. $1.50
Helps and Hints for Junior Workers. By
Mrs. Ella N. \Vood. Five cents each •
3.00
Junior Christian Endeit.vor; Its Field and
Work. By l\lrs. F. E. Llark and Miss Kate H.
Haus. Five cents each
3.00
Junior Coustitutioa an<l Dy-Laws. Two
cents each .
1.00
Junior
Topfrs and Daily
Verse. The yearly prayer-meeting topics and a
Scripture verse for e1·cry day i.1 the year, bearing
upon the topics. Three cents each
1.50
Junior Pledge Cards. Handsomely lithographed
so
Junior Societies: What They Are; How To
Start Then1; Things to Remember. By
Rev. F. £.Clark. Three cents each
•
.
• 2.00
Junior Topic Cards. At al: prices from $1.00 a
hundred upwards.

JUNIOR CATECHISMS.
Troth. The great truths of the Bible answered
rn the exact words of Scnpture. s cents each; $1.00 for
twenry-five; ::'-3.00 a hundred.
Questions on the Books of the Old Testament.
Consecutive Bibie studies especially adapted to young
people. s cents each; '/f,i.oo for twenty-five; $3°00 a
hundred.
Outline St•1dy of the Life of Christ for little learners. 5 cents each; '/f,i.oo for twenty-five; $3.00 a
hundred.
Lessons on the Life of Jesus. Two courses of forty
lessons each. The Saviour's life is considered chronologically in an inreresting, winsome manner. 10 cents
each ; $1 .oo a dozen.

JUNIOR WALL PLEDGE.

I

Printed on heavy paper in large, clear type that can be
read across a large vestry. Size, 28 x 36 inches. Rod
and roll attached. Does nor require framing. Price,
post-paid, 75 cents. - - - - -

UNITED SOCIETY OF

ENDEAVOR,

!__________.
•

Boston and Chicago.

JUNIOR BOOKS.
The Junior ManuaL A Handbook for Junior
Workers. By Amos R. Wells. This is the only full

and complete manual for Junior workers ever published.
It contains many times more matter than any other
help for Junior !uperintendents ever written. Hundreds of Junior superintendents, from all parts of the
world, have contributed to it their brightest methods.
40 chapters; 300 pages; 900 separate articles. Price,
cloth-bound, J1.25. Special edition, in board covers,
75 cents, post-paid.
Junior Topics Outlined. By Ella N. Wood. Cloth.
Price, 50 cents, post-paid. This is the most helpful and
successful J umor book ever published. It gives an interesting talk upon the subject for every Junior Christian
Endeavor prayer-meeting topic of the year. Each topic
is illumined by a chalk-talk, object-lesson. illustrative
story, anecdote, or something that will interest the
children. Every superintendent needs this book.
Junior Recitations. By Amos R. Wells. 6 3·-f x" 1-2
inches, 128 pp. Cloth, 50 cents. A book of children's
Recitations, Dialogues, Exercises, etc., suitable for
Anniversary( Missionary, Temperance meetings, and
other specia occasions. Each piece is introduced with
directions for its rendering,-gestures, costumes, if any,
decorations, accessories of all sorts.
Eighty Pleasant Evenings. A book of social entertainments. Each social forms a complete programme
for an evening's entertainment. The Juniors are especially remembered.
The Bible in Lesson and Story. By Ruth Mowry
Brown. 7 1-4 x 5 inches, 254 pp. Handsomely illustrated with twelve full-page
Price, $1 25. Forty
chapters upon as many Bible truths, each chapter written ma manner that will especially interest the children.
In connection with each lesson is a delightful illustrative story, together with a "Memory. Gem" and an
"Occupation" givin&" the child something to do.

The King's Praises. A Collection of Junior
Songs. By Charles S. Brown. In heayymaoilla paper

covers. Price, sample copy, 12 cents, post-paid; in
Quantities, 10 cents each,
for fifty, or JS.co for one
hundred; express not J>repa1d.
This is the best small collection of hymns that has
ever been compiled for Junior Christian Endeavor a<r
cieties or for Primary Departments of Sabbath schools.
The book contains the words and music of about fifty
pieces, every one of which is a gem. Many of the songs
have been written especially for this book, and are copyrighted property.

UNITED SOCIETY OF CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR,
Boston and Chicago.

